Field and Trek. Walk into Winter with Deals on Waterproof Walking
Boots
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Winter walking needn’t be abandoned just because the weather is turning cold. There are many great
locations to go walking and outdoor specialists FieldandTrek.com have a wide range of walking boots to
enhance the experience all-year-round.
Wearing the correct footwear can help reduce injuries and blisters, for example, walking boots with a
rubber heel, a gripped sole and a strong toe cap can reduce the chances of injury and increase the
likelihood of a better walking experience. Field and Trek are aware that quality, affordable footwear is
highly sought after, which is why they stock the Karrimor Hot Rock walking boots at a bargain price of
£39.99*.
Gore-Tex is another great option for the keen adventurer. Gore-Tex technology consists of breathable,
waterproof materials that are ideal for walks in areas of high moisture. Hard-wearing materials will last
much longer than others and although this may come at a premium, the Berghaus Explorer Ridge Gore Tex
walking boots are currently only £109.99* online with FieldandTrek.com.
Socks are equally as important as shoes when it comes to comfort. The friction between the shoe and sock
needs to be minimalized so the feet do not take the brunt of the constant movement and as a result,
develop blisters. Field and Trek’s Karrimor socks can do the trick at a reasonable £3.25*.
Waterproofing equipment for walking shoes is recommended to keep the condition the best it can be.
Waterproofing your shoes can maintain their support and breathability; the Nikwax easy sponge application
is ideal for convenience, speed and price, at £3.99*.
Field and Trek has a vast selection of walking shoes and accessories, many of which are available for
next day delivery*. These can be found at http://www.fieldandtrek.com/walking.
Join in on the conversation at www.Facebook.com/FieldandTrekUK or www.Twitter.com/FieldandTrekUK
For all media enquiries please contact tom.james@sportsdirect.com or 08703339413
*All prices and delivery charges are correct as of 24/09/2014
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